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POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION TECHNIQUE:
FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS AND
APPLICATIONS IN CLINICAL DIAGNOSTICS

A. S. M. GIASUDDIN*
SUMMARY: The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is a powerful method for the rapid amplification of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). The PCR-technique was developed by Dr. K. B. Mullis for which he received the
Novel prize in 1993. The PCR-technique employs the enzyme DNA-polymerase to multiply selectively a single
molecule of DNA several million folds in a few hours. It is finding a host of applications not only in fundamental molecular biological research, but also in medicine and clinical medicine particularly in clinical diagnostics.
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INTRODUCTION
The term polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is in

Excellent reviews and specialist papers on PCR

everyday use now in the vocabulary of molecular biolo-

and its applications abound, but the authors of these

gists. The first published account of the PCR-technique

papers usually assume a familiarity of the reader with

came in 1985 through is application to the prenatal

molecular biology and its special terminologies and

diagnosis of sickle-cell anemia (1). Although received

their introduction to the principles of PCR tend to

with skeptism in 1985, it is now one of the most wide-

become too technical for less specialized readers (3-5).

spread methods of analyzing deoxyribonucleic acid

Therefore, the main objectives of the present review

(DNA). While giving an informative account of the PCR-

are to a more general audience of biologists, medical

technique, the discoverer of the technique, Dr. K. B.

scientists and clinicians.

Mullis, said "Sometimes a good idea comes to you
combination of coincidence, naiveté and serendipity

PRINCIPLE AND KEY FEATURES OF THE PCRTECHNIQUE

mistakes, such a revelation came to me on Friday April

The PCR-technique is an in-vitro DNA amplification

1983, as I gripped the steering wheel of my car and

method by enzymic means at an exponential rate that

smacked along a moonlit mountain road into northern

involves a repeated cycling process composed of the

California's redwood country" (2). The technique, which

following defined stages (1,5,6):

when you are not looking for it. Through an improbable

generates unlimited numbers of copies of specific DNA

(a) The first stage is a denaturation step of the

(either pure or impure) within a short time by a rela-

double-stranded DNA (ds-DNA) extracted from the

tively simple enzymatic method, has transformed the

material under study (target DNA). This involves in-

study of DNA and ribonucleic acid (RNA).

creasing the temperature to 95-98°C for usually 60
seconds producing two single strands of DNA (ss-
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DNA). These ss-DNA serve as patterns or templates
for the attachment of synthetic primers;
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(b) The second stage is annealing step, where the

started with raising of the temperature to separate the

temperature is reduced to approximately 37-50°C for

strands of DNA, this time yielding four ss-DNA, and

usually 60-120 seconds and primers are added to the

repeated cycling through the three heating steps expo-

reaction mixture in excess (primers are synthetic

nentially increases the amount of defined length DNA

oligonucleotides, short pieces of single-stranded DNA,

product generated (target DNA).

consisting of nucleotide bases pairs long). The reduc-

The key to the widespread adoption of the PCR was

tion in temperature allow the primers to bind to their

the isolation of an enzyme, Taq polymerase, in 1989

complementary ss-DNA sequences (templates), one to

from extreme thermopile bacterium 'Thermus aquati-

each of the two single strands of template produced in

cus' (7) and this enzyme is thermostable up to 95°C.

the previous step;

However, amplification requires four main components
within the reaction mixture: (i) the enzyme DNA poly-

Figure 1: The polymerase chain reaction: (A) the reaction mixture and (B) the sequence of events.

merase, (ii) the appropriate buffer containing MgCI2 to
optimize DNA polymerase activity, (iii) equimolar concentrations of the four deoxynucleotide triphosphates
(dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP) with which to construct the
new DNA strands and (iv) a pair of oligonucleotides
that may serve as primers for DNA synthesis. These for
components, the polymerase chain reaction, the reaction mixture and the sequence of events are further
illustrated in Figure 1. A ds-DNA polymerase product
may be visualized by staining with ethidium bromide
following agarose gel electrophoresis to confirm the
presence and size of a particular target sequence. In
other situations several bands may be produced in a
multiplex PCR to analyze multiple target regions where
multiple products of identical length are produced, it
may be necessary to distinguish between them and this
can be achieved by southern blotting technique i.e.
DNA finger printing (8).
The advent of the use of Taq polymerase has transformed the PCR by facilitating the development of automated PCR machines which are programmed to control
the repetitive stages of heating and cooling and each
full cycle of the PCR takes only about 5 minutes. In
practice, some 20-30 cycles are used resulting in the

(c) The third and final stage is an extension reaction
carried out by an added thermostable DNA-poly-

production of more than 106 copies of the original
target DNA molecule within 1.5-2.5 hours.

merase, an enzyme able to synthesize a complementary copy of the initial single strands by extension of the
3' (but not 5') ends of the annealed primers. This final

SOME

APPLICATIONS

OF

THE

PCR-TECH-

NIQUE: CURRENT PERSPECTIVE

step, usually carried out at 72°C for 60-120 seconds, is

The significance of the above general description of

the end of the first cycle of the procedure by which two

the PCR technique is best demonstrated by reference

double strands of DNA have been formed, i.e. a dou-

to specific examples of some of its applications as

bling of the original target DNA molecules has been

noted bellow:

achieved. A second cycle of the procedure is then
30
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imens from archeological material and museum collec-

Listeria from food; and Legionella, Enterobacteria and

tions is proving to be of great assistance in assessing

the protozoan giardia from water (6). However, several

the past and present genetic make up of extinct and

problems have to be overcome in these applications

endangered animal populations. An example is the

like interference with the PCR by components of blood

quagga, a relative of the zebra, which became extinct

and food and the amplification of DNA from non-viable

100 years ago and left zoologists wondering whether or

organisms in food that have been killed by pasteuriza-

not it was a distinct species. Samples from the skin of

tion.

stuffed specimens were subjected to the PCR and sub-

d) Environmental Applications: Of particular interest

sequent analysis of the amplified DNA revealed the

of the application of PCR related to environment is the

'quagga' to be a variant of the zebra and not a distinct

possibility of detecting bacteria that cannot be cultured

species. More dramatic examples are studies on a

and the monitoring of the distribution of genetically

7500-years old mummified brain and a 40,000-years

engineered microorganisms that have been released to

old woolly mammoth frozen in a glacier. The assess-

the environment. It may also be applied in the further

ment of the genetic make-up and relations among

enhancement of existing rapid procedures for monitor-

endangered populations by PCR may help to prevent

ing water quality by the detection of coliform bacteria

this loss of genetic variation by employing appropriate

and Escherichia coli, the specific indicator of human

management procedures (6).

faucal contamination (6).

b) Human Genetics - Detection of Genetic Muta-

e) Routine Diagnostic Laboratory: From the forego-

tions: The ability to amplify specific DNA sequences by

ing examples of applications, it should be apparent that

the PCR has made possible the rapid and accurate

the PCR technique is more suited to use in research

diagnosis of many inheritable diseases. The initial

than in the busy routine diagnostic laboratory. How-

diagnostic application of the PCR was in the prenatal

ever, once an exotic tool of the research scientists,

diagnosis of sickle cell anemia through application of β-

PCR could realize its full potential only if made acces-

globulin sequences (1). This has served as a model

sible to the clinical laboratory. Indeed, problems of

system for developing diagnostic method for the detec-

cross-contamination, specimen preparation and con-

tion of a range of other disorders that involve a known

tainment, and the need for areas of the laboratory to be

mutation, e.g. β-thalassaemia, phenylketonuria and

specified to the PCR work, together with other factors

cystic fibrosis (1,9). Also, the PCR technique is finding

such as costs and training needs, will dictate when

application in the study of genetic predisposition of

PCR will be routinely used in the diagnostic laboratory.

autoimmunity and identification of oncogenes and

In fact, some of the commercial companies such as

tumor suppressor genes in cancer (10,11) and human

Roche Diagnostics Systems, Switzerland, took this

leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing (12).

challenge seriously and a massive international collab-

c) Detection of Pathogenic Microorganisms: The

orative effort have made PCR accessible for clinical

detection of viruses associated with several cancers

diagnostic use. For example, Roche Diagnostics Sys-

such as Burkitt's Lymphoma, adult T cell leukemia and

tems, Switzerland, has simplified the sophisticated

cervical carcinoma provides valuable information on

technology of PCR by incorporating familiar laboratory

diagnosis and prognosis. The PCR can be of tremen-

techniques into the PCR procedure and addressing the

dous value in the detection of latent viral infections

needs and concerns of the clinician to provide an opti-

which persist for several weeks or years, without man-

mized, integrated system with laboratory ready kits for

ifesting the disease, e.g. Hepatitis β and Hepatitis C

specimen preparation, amplification and detection. To

infections, Human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1)

control the serious problem of potential carryover con-

infection specially in neonates (13,14). Examples of

tamination, Roche has developed a unique and ingen-

pathogenic bacteria detected by PCR are species of

ious

Mycobacterium, Vibrio, Treponema and Chlamydia

Pre-amplification inactivation by ampErase ensures

from clinical specimens; Shigella, Staphylococcus and

selective distribution of the previously amplified DNA
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sterilization

system

'AmpErase'.
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while leaving target DNA intact and thus provides effec-
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and speed in the diagnosis of infectious diseases,
tissue matching and diagnosis of inherited disorders. It
appears, therefore, that this is only the beginning of a
new era in the diagnostic certainty.
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